K.R. Mangalam World School
South City -1 , Gurugram

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO NASA
The group of 14 students from K.R. Mangalam World School recently visited NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) as part of a special educational trip.

They eagerly shared their packed schedule which had presentations, meeting astronauts where
the special mention was about the famous astronaut Winston Scott. Sir Winston Scott shared
his space experiences and motivated children to pursue their passions. The clear winner of the
mentions was the zero gravity experience which was enriched by gazing at moon rocks and
making mini-replicas of the space station's trough.

Students were brimming with stories about astronaut, food and experiencing zero gravity, after
the visit to the Kennedy Space Centre at Orlando. Students surely had to do all their tasks in
clocked time which added a new attribute to their personalities, thus making them more
disciplined!

Visit to the theme based Adventure Parks, Universal Studio followed by the Sea World made
children flabbergasted. Special attraction of the sea world was Dolphin theatre, whales show
and Penguin’s world. These shows definitely left a great impression on the young minds making
them realize the importance of sea life and human hands responsibility to preserve them.
Witnessing the amalgamation of nature with artificial lights at Niagara Falls was a treat to eyes
that they will clutch in their hearts forever. Exploring a new place had given them a positive
reception for their hometown, country and real life.

The school Principal Ms.Priya Arora was pleased to see the students overflowing with supreme
fervor and re-energized spirits after their astounding learning voyage. She showed keen interest
in organizing more of these trips so as to open the doors of edifying world for her students. In
entirety it was a lifetime experience for all!
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